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!ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
POST OFFICE BOX 551 UTTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72203 (501)377-4000 j
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

|Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000 j
Arlington, TX 76011 ,

ATTN: Mr. J. E. Gagliardo, Chief
| Reactor Projects Branch

,

| SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
Request for Additional Information on
IE Bulletin 85-03 .

l Dear Mr. Gagliardo:
|
r

In accordance with your request (2CNA078705) for additional information in
regard to IE Bulletin 85-03, we are providing the following responses to

,

each of your questions.
1

Question #1

l- Unlisted MOVs 5003-1, 5023-1, 5043-2, and 5063-2 in discharge lines of the

|
safety injection tank system are shown locked open on Drawing M-2232,

| Revision 50. If power is removed from the motors in addition to the
locked-open position of these HOVs, please state this in your response.|

Otherwise, address the effect of assuming inadvertent equipment operations
as required by Action Item a of the Bulletin, and revise Table 1 of the,

'

response of May 14, 1986, to include these valves.

Response

Per our operating procedures, the electrical breakers for these valves are
| opened (power removed) and administratively controlled in this condition for

both valve positions. The breakers are locked open for reactor coolant
system pressures greater than 700 psig. Additionally, interlocks are
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provided such that these valves, if left powered, will automatically open, ,

when the RCS pressure reaches 700 psia. This is described in FSAR Section6.3.2.15. It should also be noted that these valves are not considered part
of the High Pressure Safety Injection System. Due to those conditions, the
valves are not considered part of the scope of IE Bulletin 85-03.

Question #2

Has water hammer due to valve closure been considered in the determination
of pressure differentials? If not, please explain.
Response

Fluid hammer or water hammer is the term for the overall effect of pressure
transients in a piping system caused by opening or closing of flow control
devices such as valves. The components that affect water hammer include
initial system pressure, fluid inertia, piping dimension, pipe wall
elasticity, fluid bulk modulus and valve operating time to open or close.

The initial shock of a sudden stop or start in flow can induce transient
pressure changes or waves that exceed the static pressure in both the
positive and negative directions. The time "T " of one round trip of thecpressure wave from valve to reservoir and back is defined as the "critical
time" that establishes the sev'erity of the water hammer.

If the valve completely closes / opens within the critical time, it is
designated as "fast opening or closing." If the valve response is slower
than the critical time, it is designated as "slow opening or closing" and
the maximum pressure rise will be less.

As a result of the IEB 85-03 testing and concurrent maintenance of the
attuators, no valve opening or closing times were significantly reduced.!

however, a review of related systems was performed to determine if any
I parameters that affect water hammer were significantly changed. During this
| review it was found that the "critical time" for each valve was less than

0.5 seconds and the shortest stroke time of any valve was 7.4 seconds, thus
. the slow opening / closing rules were applied to the subsequent analysis.
! This analysis included selecting the apparent worst case of 4" piping at 565
| psi pressure and 850 gpm flow with a piping length of 50 ft. to determine
t the pressure increase due to closing the valve. The result of the analysis

was an increase in pressure of roughly 2 psi.

| The torque switch settings for the actuators were based on either the'

maximum differential pressure derived from the shutoff head of the pump in
the system, the maximum static and pressure heads from tanks or the maximum

|
- pressure heads from other sources such as the steam generators. As was seen

I in the above noted analysis, a significant decrease in valve stroke time
would result in only a small increase in the pressure peak, provided the
stroke time is still greater than T '

c

In addition to our use of maximum pressure terms to establish the
differential pressure for thrust calculations as described above, the AP&L
calculations utilize a multiplier (with a range of 1.06 to 1.16 depending
upon thrust) to account for test equipment inaccuracies. As a result, our

.
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calculations are considered conservative without adding the specific term to
account for the smaller pressure effect due to water hammer.

Question #3

Listed MOVs 5101-1 and 5102-2 of the HPSI System are 3-inch glove valves,
and listed MOVs 1025-1 and 1075-1 of the EFW System are 4-inch glove valves.
We were advised recently that the M0 VATS data base does not include globe
valves with orifice sizes less than 1.75 or greater than 2.0 inches. Will
representative samples of these 3-inch and 4-inch globe valves be tested at
full differential pressure? If not, explain and justify how settings will
be verified for full differential pressure.

Although valve signature testing is not mentioned in the response identified
above, it should be noted that it was stated in NRC Inspection Report 86-32,
dated December 24, 1986, that "the licensee has implemented a program to
ensure reliable operation of MOVs utilizing the Motor Operated Valve
Analysis and Test System (MOVATS)..."

Response

The MOVATS data base was not utilized in setting our switch settings to the
thrust required to overcome the maximum differential pressure. It should be
noted that the MOVATS data bas' was not even fully developed at the time oure
valve testing was being performed. Our procedures that were prepared for
the IE Bulletin 85-03 valve testing provided the appropriate thrust settings
for these valves. Thus, the MOVATS data base information was not needed and
was not required. The above valves were included in our differential
pressure (DP) testing program to verify switch settings and each were
individually tested prior to the DP testing to set the correct switch
settings. See response to Question 4(b) for our method of justification
when the valve cannot be tested at full differential pressure.

Question #4

Please expand the proposed program for action items b, c, and d of the
Bulletin to include the following details as a minimum:

(a) description of the training program for setting switches, maintaining
valve operators, using signature testing equipment and interpreting
signatures, and

!
(b) description of the method (s) to be used to extrapolate valve stem

|
thrust measured at less than maximum differential pressure.

!

| Response
:

! (a) AP&L has developed a certification program for motor operated valve
actuator technicians to ensure properly trained and qualified personnel

t

! for motor operated valve actuator maintenance and testing. Personnel

| performing the work are required to be certified prior to performing
I maintenance and/or testing on motor operated valve actuators. A three

| level approach is used in the certification process. Each level has

!
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* associated training and tasks which must be satisfactorily completed
before certification is granted. Recertification training is required
every two years for personnel in this program.

(b) The method used to extrapolate valve stem thrust when a valve was
tested at a pressure less than design maximum differential pressure was
a simple ratio-of the design to test pressures multiplied by the test
thrust. A second method was reviewed that consisted of using the
standard thrust equation with the differential pressure term being the
difference between the test pressure and the design pressure and adding
that result to the measured thrust. The review concluded that the
ratio method was more conservative due to the inclusion of the packing
friction in the extrapolation of the thrust term; therefore, we utilize
the ratio method.

Question #5

Please submit a date for planned completion of Action Item f of the
Bulletin. The specified due date is January 15, 1988.

Response

We are currently working on our response to Action Item f of IE Bulletin
85-03, which requests the licensee to send a written report on all the motor
operated valve testing results. We currently plan to submit the written
report for your review on or before the specified due date above.

This completes our response to your request for additional information
regarding motor operated valve testing per IE Bulletin 85-03.

Very truly yours,

k
| -len J. Ted Enos, Manager
| Nuclear Engineering and Licensing
I JTE/GW/sd
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